Communicator 5
More efficient
communication for all

Communicator 5 is a software package that helps individuals with communication disabilities
communicate more efficiently. It comes with language content designed to match all Augmentative and
Alternative Communication (AAC) needs, from emerging communication to literate adults. It converts
text and symbols into clear speech and offers tools for computer access, long distance communication,
environmental control, and more.

Communicate through symbols or text

Be independent

with thousands of SymbolStix and PCS
symbols for symbol-based communicators or
with keyboards, dwell-free typing, and phrase
prediction for literate users.

and work in conjunction with Mouse Emulation and
Gaze Selection by replacing the traditional mouse
cursor with your gaze and hitting small targets for
full computer access.

Communicator 5 gives
you the power to...

Grow

Stay connected

with the option to choose the communication
level (Emerging, Symbol, or Text) you believe
to be most appropriate, then mix and match
between pagesets as you progress.

by using ready-made pages for Facebook,
e-mail, text messaging, and more. IR-enabled
devices, like your TV or lights, can also be easily
programmed through the software.

Power to be You

Communicator 5
Packed with new and improved features to make communication more efficient!

Easy, New “Out of the Box”
Experience

Three Communication Levels
with New Content

You can be up and running in minutes
with the Getting Started Guide

Start out with the most appropriate
page sets based on the user’s level
– Emerging, Symbol, or Text

Quick Menu

Improved Email Setup
and Management

Dwell-Free Typing
Dwell-free typing lets literate individuals
who use eye gaze communicate much more
efficiently than ever before and has the
potential to increase communication speed

Improved Run View Editing

Setup email in minutes and
better manage your inbox

The improved run view mode (Edit Button)
allows you to easily make simple
changes to texts, images, and links

Improved On-Screen
Keyboards

Simple and Intuitive
Home Page Editing

Import Existing
Communicator 4 Content

Choose a keyboard layout and it will stay
consistent regardless of the page sets used

Customizing the Home Page to meet
specific needs is fast and easy

Easily import Communicator 4 page sets
so you can use content you’ve already made

Instant access to the most commonly
used functions via the Quick Menu

For more information on all the new key features in Communicator 5,
please visit tobiidynavox.com/communicator5

myTobiiDynavox Community
Support resources and page sets
are only a click away
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While specifically designed for the Tobii Dynavox
I-Series+, Communicator 5 also works on Microsoft
Windows computers running Windows 7 or newer.
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